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Smith et al. report a large study of the accuracy of 38 search procedures for recovering effective connections in
simulations of DCMmodels under 28 different conditions. Their results are disappointing: no method reliably
finds and directs connections without large false negatives, large false positives, or both. Using multiple
subject inputs, we apply a previously published search algorithm, IMaGES, and novel orientation algorithms,
LOFS, in tandem to all of the simulations of DCM models described by Smith et al. (2011). We find that the
procedures accurately identify effective connections in almost all of the conditions that Smith et al. simulated
and, in most conditions, direct causal connections with precision greater than 90% and recall greater than 80%.
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Introduction

Estimates of effective connections of brain areas using imaging
time series promise a more nuanced understanding of neural
processes than do measures of localized activity alone. Fulfilling that
promise requires that, when applied to fMRI time series, the
procedures for specifying causal structure be reasonably accurate.
Smith et al. (2011) have investigated the accuracy of a large number of
search procedures on more than 21,000 simulated fMRI signals
generated from DCMmodels (Friston et al., 2003; Buxton et al., 1998),
for each of 50 simulated subjects. Smith et al. find that with 50
simulated regions of interest represented by a directed acyclic graph
with 50 vertices and 61 directed edges, no method tested is very good
at identifying the graphical adjacencies, and nomethod tested is much
better than chance at finding the direction of causal influence for the
edges. Better results are obtained with 5 or 10 regions of interest, but
no procedure Smith et al. tested is much better than chance at
identifying both the true adjacencies and the true directions of
influence in the generating models. These results could reasonably
lead fMRI researchers to the conclusion that available search
algorithms for causal structure are of little or no aid in finding
directions of causal connections, and with large variable sets all
available methods are likely to be misleading even for identifying
causal connections without regard to direction of influence. Our
results with the Smith et al. data give strong evidence that such
conclusions would be premature and that the situation is more
complex and more promising.

We consider a combination of methods, one of which, IMaGES
(Ramsey et al., 2010), is a multi-subject method Smith et al. noted
but explicitly did not test. The other, LOFS, is an adaptation of an idea
in the LiNGAM algorithm Smith et al. did test. Like IMaGES, LOFS is
used with multiple subjects.1 We show that on the 50 variable data
Smith et al. use, the adjacencies in the generating graph are
discovered almost perfectly by IMaGES—100% precision and 98%
recall—used with exactly the parameters used in Ramsey et
al.(2010). Of the edges directed by IMaGES, 87% are correct. IMaGES
does not orient more than 20% of the edges. When IMaGES is
supplemented by a LOFS postprocessor, the precision of orientations
is greater than 90% and the precision of recall greater than 80%—i.e.,
more edges are directed than with IMaGES alone, and with no loss of
accuracy. IMaGES and LOFS are superior as well on the Smith et al.
data from smaller graphs.

One signal difference between IMaGES and the methods Smith et
al. tested is that IMaGES and LOFS estimate causal relations from
multiple time series, extracting full information from the multiple
tes "LiNG Orientation, Fixed Structure." Linear, nongaussian
assumed, though acyclicity is not.
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data sets simultaneously without producing artifacts that might result
if the time series were pooled or appended to one another (Ramsey et
al., 2011). Smith et al. suggest applying LiNGAM to combinedmultiple
data sets.We carry out that studywith the same data samples used for
IMaGES/LOFS. We find the LiNGAM accuracies, while better than any
of those in the methods tested by Smith et al., are markedly inferior to
the IMaGES/LOFS accuracies. The comparison of simulations in the
Smith et al. study gives further evidence that the IMaGES advantage is
due in part to how the samples are analyzed, and not merely to the
increased sample size afforded by using multiple subjects.

We suggest that these results, and others we will report here, have
implications for the design of fMRI studies, for the methodology that
should be used in making causal inferences from them, and for
research directions on machine learning for fMRI.

The Smith et al. simulations

Smith et al., provide 28 simulations (Table 1) based on DCM
models using effective connectivity graphs, or variations of them, as
shown in Fig. 1.

Understanding why all methods fail on some simulations requires
attention to details of the simulations, and we cannot do better than
quoting Smith et al. at length:

“Each node has an external input that is binary (“up” or “down”)
and generated based on a Poisson process that controls the
likelihood of switching state. Neural noise/variability of standard
deviation 1/20 of the difference in height between the two states
is added. The mean durations of the states were 2.5 s (up) and
10 s (down), with the asymmetry representing longer average
“rest” than “firing” durations; the final results did not depend
strongly on these choices (for example, reducing these durations
by a factor of 3 made almost no difference to the final results).
These external inputs into each node can be viewed equivalently
as either a signal feeding directly into each node, or as noise
appearing at the neural level.” (p. 2)
Table 1
Summary of the 28 simulation specifications (Smith et al., 2011).

Sim # nodes Session
length

TR
(s)

Noise
%

HRF
sigma

Other factors

1 5 10 3 1 0.5
2 10 10 3 1 0.5
3 15 10 3 1 0.5
4 50 10 3 1 0.5
5 5 60 3 1 0.5
6 10 60 3 1 0.5
7 5 250 3 1 0.5
8 5 10 3 1 0.5 Shared inputs
9 5 250 3 1 0.5 Shared inputs
10 5 10 3 1 0.5 Global mean confound
11 10 10 3 1 0.5 ROI time series intermixed
12 10 10 3 1 0.5 Random time series mixed in
13 5 10 3 1 0.5 2 cycles added
14 5 10 3 1 0.5 5 cycles: 1→5 reversed
15 5 10 3 0.1 0.5 Stronger effective connections
16 5 10 3 1 0.5 Triangulated connections
17 10 10 3 0.1 0.5
18 5 10 3 1 0
19 5 10 0.25 0.1 0.5 Neural lag=100 ms
20 5 10 0.25 0.1 0 Neural lag=100 ms
21 5 10 3 1 0.5 Two coefficient groups
22 5 10 3 0.1 0.5 Non-stationary connection

strengths
23 5 10 3 0.1 0.5
24 5 10 3 0.1 0.5 One strong noise input
25 5 5 3 1 0.5
26 5 2.5 3 1 0.5
27 5 2.5 3 0.1 0.5
28 5 5 3 0.1 0.5
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“… [W]e changed [the DCM neural lag] to a more realistic time
constant, resulting in a mean neural lag of approximately 50 ms.
This is chosen to be towards the upper end of the majority of
neural lags generally seen, in order to evaluate lag-based methods
in a best-case scenario, while remaining realistic. (The reason for
not also testing the lag-based methods with lower, more realistic
neural lags is that, as seen below, even with a relatively long lag of
50 ms, performance of these methods is poor.)”

“Each node's neural timeseries was then fed through the nonlinear
balloon model for vascular dynamics responding to changing
neural demand. The amplitude of the neural timeseries were set so
that the amount of nonlinearity (nonlinearity here being poten-
tially with respect both to changing neural amplitude and
duration) matched what is seen in typical 3 T FMRI data, and BOLD
% signal change amplitudes of approximately 4% resulted (relative
to mean intensity of simulated timecourses). The balloon model
parameters were in general set according to the prior means in
DCM. However, it is known that the haemodynamic processes vary
across brain areas and subjects, resulting in different lags between
the neural processes and the BOLD data, with variations of up to at
least 1 s (Handwerker et al., 2004; Chang et al., 2008).We therefore
added randomness into the balloon model parameters at each
node, resulting in variations in HRF (haemodynamic response
function) delay of standard deviation 0.5 s. This is towards the
lower end of the variability reported in the literature, in order to
evaluate lag-based methods in a best-case scenario while remain-
ing reasonably realistic. Finally, thermal white noise of standard
deviation 0.1–1% (of mean signal level) was added. The BOLD data
was sampled with a TR of 3 s (reduced to 0.25 s in a few
simulations), and the simulations comprised 50 separate realisa-
tions (or “subjects”), all using the same simulation parameters,
except for having randomly different external input timeseries,
randomly different HRF parameters at each node (as described
above) and (slightly) randomly different connection strengths as
described below. Each “subject's” data was a 10-min FMRI session
(200 timepoints) in most of the simulations. The main network
topologies are shown in [Fig. 1].2 The first network, S5, was 5 nodes
in a ring (though not with cyclic causality—see arrows within the
figure), with one independent external input per node, and
connection strengths set randomly to have mean 0.4, standard
deviation 0.1 (with maximum range limited to 0.2:0.6). S10 took
two networks like S5, connected via one link only (a simple “small-
world” network). S50 used 10 sub-networks, again with “small-
world” topology. Thefirst network, S5,was5nodes in a ring (though
not with cyclic causality—see arrows within the figure), with one
independent external input per node, and connection strengths set
randomly to havemean 0.4, standard deviation 0.1 (withmaximum
range limited to 0.2:0.6). S10 took two networks like S5, connected
via one linkonly (a simple “small-world”network). S50used 10 sub-
networks, again with “small-world” topology.” (p. 3)

Smith et al. tabulate a summary of the simulations as shown in
Table 2 (with some modification of the descriptions).

A “subject” is an fMRI time series for the relevant variables in a
simulation. Thus each simulation consists of 50 “subjects.” Simulation
13 introduces randomly selected 2-cycles into the S5 graph of each
subject. Thus in this simulationwhile the 1→5 edge is never reversed,
otherwise the only invariant structure across “subjects” is the
adjacency structure among the five variables. Simulation 14 reverses
the 1→5 edge in S5 to form a cyclic graph. Simulation 16 introduces
extra edges into the S5 graph, forming triangles. In simulation 22
connection strengths vary dramatically with time within a subject. In
2 This is Smith et al.'s original Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. From Smith et al. (2011), Fig. 2. Quote: “The main network topologies fed into the FMRI data simulations. For each network graph the corresponding connection matrix is
shown, where an element in the upper diagonal of the matrix implies a directed connections from a lower-numbered node to a higher-numbered one.”
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simulation 21 subjects are divided into 2 groups with differing
strengths of effective connections. In addition, various simulations
test different TRs, time series lengths, and noise values.

Smith et al. test 38 search methods, including five “Bayes net”
methods, on simulations with 5, 10 or 15 vertex graphs, and they test
33 methods on the 50-vertex graph. They evaluate edge direction
accuracy by the percentage of correct orientations among the
correctly estimated adjacencies, choosing the most frequent orienta-
tion when conflicting orientations are found by a search method for
different subjects in the same simulation. Adjacency correctness is
evaluated, for each subject, by computing a Z score for each edge and
computing the fraction of true positive adjacencies whose Z scores are
greater than the 95 percentile of the false positive adjacencies. These
ratios are then averaged over the 50 subjects in a simulation. Their
findings can be briefly summarized.

For simulation 1, with 10 minute sessions, 3 second TRs, the best
identification of directions is a version of Patel's τ with less than 70%
accuracy. The average Z score ratio for separable true positives for this
method is 0.2. In other words, the method produces a lot of false
positives, but between 65 and 70% of its true positives are correctly
oriented. Five “Bayes net” methods have average separable true
positive Z score ratios N0.9 but are at chance in directing edges. Other
simulations with S5 give similar results. The results are essentially the
same for simulation 2, with 10 nodes and simulation 3 with 15 nodes.
Accuracy is worse for adjacencies of Bayes net methods with variable
effective connection coefficients, slightly worse for all methods with
latent confounding, worse for all methods (except LiNGAM orienta-
tions) with 2 cycles or 5 cycles. Triangulation makes little difference.
Noise values make little difference except that accuracy falls when a
single neural variable is given a very large exogenous input and others
are minimized. For simulation 4, which is S50 with 50 nodes, the ratio
of separable true positives for Patel's τ falls to 0.1 and the orientation
accuracy of those true adjacencies the method finds is just above 60%.
For reasons we do not understand, but which Smith et al. say are
computational,3 none of the Bayes net methods were tested on
simulation 4, the only 50 node simulation.
3 We conjecture that in order to accommodate the Bayes net algorithms, Smith et al.
were working across platforms, which could potentially slow down processing. The
GES algorithm, as implemented in Tetrad IV, was very slow for the 50-variable case.
This has since been reimplemented. We have no difficulty running IMaGES on up to
500 variables, and we are currently using PC and other “Bayes net”methods to analyze
data from 5000+ voxels.
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The Smith et al. report is an impressive and valuable effort. There are
nonetheless some important limitations. The actual neural structures
supporting cognition are apt to be more complex than the small-world
neural network geometry that Smith et al. used. The causal structure is
not variedmuch in the simulations and there is notmuch feedback. Real
experiments usually have an input variable time series that can be
convolved with an HRF and meshed by an appropriate lag with the
neural time series. Since the direction of any causal connection of the
input variablewithneural variables is known, an input variable provides
valuable information that can be used by some methods to infer causal
directions of effective connections. Themethods that can effectively use
prior information are thus handicapped. Poisson noise sources, whether
to neural inputs or to neural outputs may be larger and white noise
proportionately smaller that in the simulations. The fMRI variables in
the simulation, some of which have a small right skew, may be too
Gaussian to represent real cases. The nearly Gaussian variables favor
correlation methods and disadvantage methods that exploit higher
moments. Further research in this direction might consider more
complex and more realistic causal connections and, and further
characterize the sensitivity of the search methods to variations in
BOLD noise distributions.

Most important for our discussion, the Smith study omits the
IMaGES algorithm. They write:

“… We concentrate here on evaluating network modelling
methods for single subject (single session) data sets, and only
utilise multiple subjects' data sets in order to characterise
variability of results across multiple random instantiations of
the same underlying network simulation.”

“We have not considered any specific multi-subject modelling
approaches here (for example, as seen in Ramsey et al., 2010), as
we have concentrated on evaluating the different modelling
methods when used to estimate functional brain networks from
single subject data sets; we felt that this is a primary question of
interest, needing some clear answers before considering possible
multi-subject modeling approaches. A question will arise as to
whether the methods (such as LiNGAM) that require a relatively
large number of timepoints to function well would give good
results simply by concatenating timeseries across subjects; this
may prove to be the case, although such an approach would then
restrict the ability to use simple methods (such as cross-subject
mixed-effects modelling of the estimated network parameters) to
determine the reliability of the group-estimated network.”
ctly identifies causal connections and most causal directions in the
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Subject to the limitations just noted, we think the Smith study
gives a fairly decisive answer to the question they pose about the
accuracy of the 38 methods with a single subject and 10 minute time
series under the conditions of their simulations: none of the methods
provide correct information about both adjacencies and directions.
Several methods provide correct information about adjacencies.
Further, their simulation 7 with 250 minute series gives evidence
that neither LiNGAMnor any of the othermethods they test work well
even with an unrealistically long time series. Their results naturally
invite the question of how various methods would compare when run
with multiple subjects on their simulated data; the results of our
experiments provide an answer to that question.

IMaGES

The IMaGES algorithm is described in detail in Ramsey et al. (2010)
and we will only sketch its strategy here. The input to the algorithm is
any number of multivariate time series of approximately equal length.
The procedure starts with an empty graph. Each model with one
possible directed edge is then evaluated by computing the residuals
from the model in each time series and, with them, assigning a BIC
score to the model for that data set. The BIC scores for the model from
the several data sets are then averaged, and the edge with the highest
average score is selected. Next, models with two directed edges are
considered, etc. At each stage, the search is not over particular edge
additions to the model of “Markov equivalence class” resulting from
an addition—see Ramsey, et al. (2010) for details. This allows the
procedure to reverse directions of some previously posited edges, but
does not eliminate adjacencies posited in previous steps. When
further additions do not improve the score, the forward procedure is
stopped, and a backward procedure begins, removing edges by an
analogous method. The entire search stops when the backward
procedure cannot improve the average BIC score. The output is often
not a directed graph, but a “pattern” with some undirected edges.
Patterns represent Markov equivalence classes of graphs (Pearl,
2000). The GES algorithmwhich IMaGESmodifies provably converges
to the true Markov equivalence class (essentially under the assump-
tion that positive and negative effects do not perfectly cancel one
another) when there are no latent common causes and no cycles;
Ramsey et al. (2010) extend this result to IMaGES.

The BIC score contains a penalty term for the number of edges.
Ramsey et al. (2010) repeat the search with an increasing penalty
until a “non-triangular” model is produced. A model is “non-
triangular” if there it contains no 3 clique. Their justification for this
constraint is that the very fact that BOLD signals are indirect measures
of causally related variables can easily produce false 3 cliques. Using
an input variable, they show that in an extensive simulation with
nonlinear ROI connections, empirically modeled noise, thorough
feedback, and 2 second simulated TRs, the procedure recovers the
nontriangular feedforward (from the input) graphical structure with
considerable accuracy. They also show that the structure is recovered
if a fraction of the ROIs is missing at random in the time series. They
apply the procedure to empirical data sets with missing variables in
some of the time series and recover a plausible structure.

The advantage of the IMaGES procedure is that it makes full use of
the information in multiple data sets without producing artifacts that
might result if the time series were appended to one another, and
without requiring ad hoc statistical methods for missing values when
some ROIs are not recorded for some subjects. The disadvantage is
that it should work best when subjects have the same effective
connectivity structure, although not necessarily the same parameter
values—effective connective parameters and variances can vary across
subjects. In principle, the method should work even when subjects
differ in their effective connectivity structure, so long as connections
are not in contrary directions, though this has not been tested.
Detailed conditions are in Ramsey et al.(2011).
Please cite this article as: Ramsey, J.D., et al., Multi-subject search corre
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The basic LiNGAM procedure (Shimizu et al., 2005) assumes a linear
model with independent, non-Gaussian disturbances. The substantive
variables are resolved into independent components. Dependencies
between the latent independent components and measured variables
are then pruned by a threshold. Matrix manipulation then results in a
partial order on the measured variables determining a directed acyclic
graph and an estimate of the linear coefficients. PC-LiNGAM (Hoyer
et al., 2008), which is the inspiration for our LOFS procedures described
below, dispenseswith the independent components analysis. It takes as
input a data set and a pattern, enumerates each DAG G in the
equivalence class, and calculates a nonlinear score from the residuals
of each variable in the model G. The DAG with the highest score is
chosen, where edges connecting variables with Gaussian residuals are
not additionally oriented by the procedure. The search over all DAGs in
an input equivalence class can make the procedure quite slow, and the
measure of non-Gaussianity used is not particularly sensitive to
variations from a Normal distribution. Both limitations are addressed
in the LOFS procedures.

LOFS

The LiNGAMfamily of algorithms exploits the fact that the residuals
of the correct linearmodel with independent non-Gaussian errors will
be less Gaussian that the residuals of any incorrect model. That can be
seen from two facts: (1) a sum of i.i.d. non-Gaussian variables is
(usually) closer to Normal than any of the terms in the sum; and (2)
the regression residual of a variable X on a false orientation of its
adjacent variables is a weighted sum of the error term for X and the
error terms for the variables of mis-oriented edges—whereas on the
correct orientation the residual for X is just the error term for X.

The first point can be seen for standardized cumulants such as
skew (the third standardized cumulant) and excess kurtosis (the
fourth standardized cumulant) of weighted sums of residuals. Let
κn(e) be the nth cumulant and let κn(e) /(κ2(e))

n/2
be the nth

standardized cumulant. Let r=Σiaiei, where ei,ej are i.i.d., with
ai≠0, i=1, …, m, m≥2. Then κn(r)/(κ2(r))

n/2
=(Σiai

n
/ (Σiai

2
)
n/2

)
(κn(e1)/(κ2(e1))

n/2
), from which it follows that the nth standardized

cumulant of r is closer than the nth standardized cumulant of e1 to the
nth standardized cumulant of a Normal distribution (i.e., zero) just in
case |Σiai

n
/ (Σiai

2
)
n/2

|b1, for n≥3. This condition is always true for
skew and excess kurtosis.

The second point can be seen with a simple example. Suppose in
truth that X=aY+ex, with ex independent of Y=ey. Regressing X on
Y leaves the residual Rx|y=ex. Regressing Y on X leaves the residual Rx

for X as X itself, that is Rx=aY+ex=aey+ex. More generally, assume
the true system is linear with i.i.d. non-Gaussian errors. That is,

X = BX + e

where X=bx1, …, xmN are the variables of the linear system, e=be1
…, emN the errors, and B the coefficient matrix. For any incorrect
model of the variables that directly influence or are directly
influenced by X, we have a system of the form

X = CX + r

where C is the alternative model, r=br1, …, rmN the residuals of that
model. Assuming the relevant matrices are invertible, it follows that

r = I–Cð Þ I–Bð Þ−1e

from which we conclude that the residuals of the incorrect model are
linear combinations of the residuals (errors) of the correct model. (It
is not necessary for elements of r to be independent.) In addition,
B=C just in case r=e, as expected.

These properties of linear models imply two rules, either of which
can be combined with a measure, “NG(X)”, of the “non-Gaussianity”
ctly identifies causal connections and most causal directions in the
6/j.neuroimage.2011.06.068
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of the distribution of X in order to orient undirected edges. The NG
measure we use is the A2* statistic of the Anderson–Darling test of the
hypothesis that a distribution is Gaussian (Anderson and Darling,
1952; D'Agostino, 1986). In the case where variance and mean are
unknown, A2*=A2(1+4/n−25/n2) where

A2 = −n–1 = n Σi 2i–1ð Þ lnF Yið Þ + ln 1–F Yn + 1−ið Þð Þð Þ

where F(Yi) is the Normal(0, 1) CDF evaluated at Yi and Yi is the ith
standardized data point in ascending order, with n the sample size.

We denote the evaluation of NG for the conditional distribution of
X on a set S of variables by NG(X|S), and when the evaluations are for
a list of data sets D=bD1,…, DkN, we write NG(X|S; D). The rules are
as follows:

Rule R1 Given a set P of variables that are connected to a variable X by
undirected edges, choose the orientations of those edges that
maximize NG(X|P).

Rule R2 Let X and Y be adjacent, and let the candidate parents of X other
than Y be OX, and the candidate parents for Y other than X be OY.
Orient as X←Y if NG(X|Y,OX)NNG(Y|X,OY), NG(Y|OY)NNG(X|
OX,), NG(X|Y,OX)NNG(X|OY) and NG(Y|OY)NNG(Y|X,OY), and
vice-versa for X→Y.4

Rule 1 is a straightforward implication of the facts about sums of
residuals just reviewed. The rule allows that an edge X−Y may be
directed into X and into Y—which can be interpreted either as a 2 cycle
between X and Y or as a latent common cause of X and Y. The
algorithm cannot distinguish these cases.

For each node X in an undirected graph, for each set S of nodes that
are adjacent to X, and each list of data sets bD1, …, DkN, let NG(X|S;
bD1, …, DkN) be calculated as follows. Form a set of regression
residuals R as follows. For each i=1, …, k, if X and all nodes in S are
measured in Di, calculate the multiple regression residual ri of X
conditional on S in Di and add ri—mean(ri) to R. Concatenate the
vectors in R, producing a vector r. NG(X|S; bD1, …, DkN) equals the
A2* statistic of r.

Procedure LOFS-R1(G, D1 … Dk)

1. Let G′ be empty.
2. For each node X in G,

2.1. Find the subset S of the nodes adjacent to X in G that
maximizes NG(X|S; bD1, …, DkN)

2.2. For each Y in S, add Y→X to G′
3. For each pair of nodes Z and W adjacent in G but not in G′

3.1. Add Z—W to G′
4. Return G′

Step 3 is required because step 2 may not generate some of the
adjacencies that are ingraphG. Thealgorithm ispurely local andvery fast.

LOFS-R2 takes the undirected graph from IMaGES, or the mixed
graph from R1, and applies Rule 2 to each edge in the graph,
evaluating NG on multiple data sets as in the LOFS-R1 algorithm.

The result is four possible procedures:

1. IMaGES alone
2. IMaGES+LOFS-R1
3. IMaGES+LOFS-R1+LOFS-R2 applied to the unoriented edges of

IMaGES+LOFS-R1
4. IMaGES+LOFS-R1+LOFS-R2 applied to the unoriented edges and

the 2 cycles of IMaGES+LOFS-R1.

Procedure 2 may leave some edges unoriented and may produce
2-cycles which may be due to actual feedback between the two
4 Optionally, one may exclude the conditions that NG(X|Y,OX)NNG(X|OY) and
NG(Y|OY)NNG(Y|X,OY); the rule with these conditions is a stronger test, the rule
without a weaker test of directionality.
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ROIs or to unrecorded common causes of the variables in the2-cycles, or
both. Procedure 4 will produce the fewest undirected edges, but
it assumes that there are no unobserved common causes of ROIs and no
2-cycles or latent common causes influencing two ROIs.

Experimental procedure

All four of the procedures described in the previous section were
applied to the Smith, et al., simulations. In addition, for comparison
purposes the Greedy Equivalence Search (GES) was run both as
Smith et al. ran it and also with BIC penalty adapted to prevent 3-
cycles—which is equivalent to IMaGES as Ramsey et al.(2010)
ran the program but with a single subject. Finally, LiNGAM was
run on data from 10 subjects at a time appended as Smith et al.
suggest.

IMaGES was applied to the data from the Smith et al.,
simulations in the following way. The program was given random
samples respectively of 1 or of 10 distinct subjects drawn with
replacement from the 50 subjects in each of the Smith simulations.
IMaGES was run with the 0-lag, nontriangular search exactly as in
Ramsey et al. (2010). The precision and recall of adjacencies and
directed edges, and the number of edges left undirected, were
counted. For each simulation, the procedure was repeated fifty
times, sampling with replacement, and the averages of the various
accuracies and numbers of undirected edges were calculated for
each simulation.

In addition, in each simulation, for each sample of subjects given to
IMaGES, the LOFS-R1 and two LOFS-R1+R2 procedures were applied
to the undirected graphical skeleton of the IMaGES output. For
example, if 10 subjects were selected as input to IMaGES, LOFS-R1was
applied to the undirected edges in the IMaGES output from all 10
subjects.

The IMaGES and LOFS algorithmswere run on all of the Smith, et al.
data with the exception that for experiment 13, only the 10 subjects
sharing the same graphical structure were used.

Results

The results of our experiments are shown in five graphs (Figs. 2
through 6). Tabulated results are given in the appendix.

Discussion

Although not shown, the error rates decrease monotonically with
the number of data sets (subjects) used as input to IMaGES and to
LOFS. Even five subjects dramatically decrease the error rates, and
with ten subjects most of the adjacency error rates are essentially
zero. In most simulations with 10 subjects the correct directions with
LOFS procedures are 80% or above, and few of the edges remain
undirected after applying the LOFS procedures.

We note especially simulation 4, with 50 variables, for which all of
the search methods Smith et al. tested performed very badly. With 10
subject inputs to IMaGES the adjacency results are almost perfect, and
with the LOFSpost processors onaverage about1 edge is left unoriented,
and 86% of the oriented edges are correctly directed.

The IMaGES/LOFS procedures remain highly accurate when the
time series have a global mean confound, when there is an unrecorded
common cause or causes, when the time series are mixed with a
random time series, when there is a 5 cycle in the generating
structure, and when subjects in a simulation consist of two groups
with different strengths of effective connections.

Results that are in one or another respect problematic are obtained
for simulations 11, 13, 15, 16, 22, 23 and 24.

Simulation 11 produces poor results on every evaluation dimen-
sion, by every method. The reason is that the simulated ROI activities
have been combined by Smith et al. to produce simulated measured
ctly identifies causal connections and most causal directions in the
6/j.neuroimage.2011.06.068
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outputs, presenting a worst case of ROI selection and providing
another example of the old theorem: garbage in, garbage out.

Orientation results for simulation 13 are not tabulated because
they were obtained in an unusual way. In this simulation, 2 cycles
were introduced at random for subjects. Thus most of the 50 subjects
have different graphical structures and there would be no common
orientations shared by randomly selected groups of 10 subjects. One
structure was shared by 10 subjects, and IMaGES+LOFS-R1 was run
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Fig. 3. Adjacency recall=# true adjacencies in output/# adjacencies in the true model, for e
The algorithms are: GES, I(1)=IMaGES, first nontriangular, with one subject's data as
first nontriangular, with 10 subjects' data as input, I(10)+R1=I(10) followed by LOFS rule
only, I(10)+R1+R2b=I(10)+R1 followed by LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges a
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on that single set of 10 subjects. All orientations were correct and the
2-cycle was identified.

Simulation 15 produces poor orientation results by all methods
because the suppressed exogenous inputs and increased effective
connections make the system nearly deterministic. Simulation 16 has
extra edges added to S5 forming triangles, one edge of each of which
IMaGES is forced to exclude, resulting in high adjacency precision but
poor adjacency recall—i.e., a high proportion of false negative
ulation
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ach of simulations 1 through 28, for each algorithm being compared. See text for details.
input, L(10)=LiNGAM using concatenated data from 10 subjects, I(10)=IMaGES,
R1, I(10)+R1+R2a=I(10)+R1 followed by LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges
nd 2-cycles.
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adjacencies. IMaGES+LOFS-R1 gives orientation precision greater
than 90%, but the orientation recall is poor—as it must be given that a
high proportion of the adjacencies is missing.

Simulation 21 has a doubling in connection strength for half of the
subjects. Although Smith et al. used this design for a different purpose,
we found it relevant for testing the reliability of the search procedure
when the data given to the search algorithms is from subjects with the
same causal structure but different connection strengths. The variation
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The algorithms are: GES, I(1)=IMaGES, first nontriangular, with one subject's data as in
nontriangular, with 10 subjects' data as input, I(10)+R1=I(10) followed by LOFS rule R1, I(
I(10)+R1+R2b=I(10)+R1 followed by LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges and 2-
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had essentially no effect on the accuracy of the search, which remained
nearly perfect for IMAGES+LOFS procedures.

Simulation 22 introduced modulation variables which independently
switched off each effective connection 3/5 of the time on average. The
effect of this extrememodulation was that in each subject the number of
time points inwhich each effective connection existswas reduced by 60%,
from10min to 4 min.Worse, because the “off”periodswere independent
for eachedge, thepercentageof timeall edges in thegraphsimultaneously
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put, L(10)=LiNGAM using concatenated data from 10 subjects, I(10)=IMaGES, first
10)+R1+R2a=I(10)+R1 followed by LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges only,
cycles.
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corresponded to effective connections is much less than 60%. The exact
frequency is not calculable from the information given. Nonetheless,
IMaGES found the adjacencies perfectly in simulation 22 with non-
stationary changes in the effective connection coefficients. All of the edges
IMaGES oriented were oriented correctly, but on average fewer than half
of the edges were oriented. iMaGES orientation accuracy was actually
better with the non-stationary coefficients of simulation 22 thanwith the
fixed coefficients of an otherwise comparable design in simulation 23. The
LOFS procedures were a disaster in simulation 22 but somewhat better
than IMaGES alone on simulation 23. Simulation 24 has a much larger
exogenous input for one variable than for the other variables. IMaGES
adjacency accuracies are decreased but remain fairly good; orientation
precision and recall are poor for all procedures possibly because if the
causal structure is A→B p="0.12"/>←e then as the influence of e on
B is increased, other things equal, the A, B association will diminish.

The accuracy of IMaGES alone or with IMaGES+LOFS with 10
subjects strongly dominates that of any of the search procedures on the
tests reported by Smith et al. One might suppose that IMaGES+LOFS
procedures with 10 subject input does better than the methods tested
in Smith's study simply because IMaGES+LOFS receives a sample
multiplied by 10 in comparison with the single subject applications.
That hypothesis can be tested in two ways. First, the same multiples of
10 subjects were given to LiNGAM, with the time series for the 10
subjects appended to one another as Smith et al., suggest. The results
are systematically inferior to IMaGES+LOFS procedures.

The second test is by comparison of IMaGES+LOFS on simulation
1 and the Smith et al., results in simulation 7. In simulation 7 the time
series is for 250-minute runs under conditions that are otherwise the
same as in simulation 1, which has 10 minute runs. Since the
parameters are the same, each simulation 7 subject is the statistical
equivalent of 25 simulation 1 subjects. Again, since the probability
distributions and graphical structures are the same in all simulation 1
and simulation 7 subjects, simulation 7 provides a best possible case
for how the various methods in the Smith et al. study would do using
appended data for 25 subjects, each of whom was exposed to 10-
minute sessions. Thus the Smith et al. results for simulation 7 for the
various methods can be compared with our results for IMaGES+LOFS
procedures for simulation 1 using 10 subject inputs to IMaGES. The
Please cite this article as: Ramsey, J.D., et al., Multi-subject search corre
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comparison is in fact biased in favor of the methods Smith et al. study,
since their sample size for each subject in simulation 7 is 2.5 times as
large as the 10-subject sample used by IMaGES+LOFS. In simulation 7
in the Smith et al. experiments, our run of GES finds all adjacencies but
on average 1 false positive edge, with poor orientation results.
IMaGES+LOFs procedures are essentially perfect in simulation 1.

To illustrate the application of the LOFS procedures to real data
we compare the graph found for Xue and Poldrack data (Xue and
Poldrack, 2007) with IMaGES in Ramsey, et al., 2010 (Fig. 7), with the
graph found for the same data by IMaGES+LOFS-R1 (Fig. 8). The
difference in one adjacency is due to improvements in IMaGES
implementation since 2010. The 2-cycles found by LOFS-R1may be due
to genuine feedback relations, or to unrecorded common causes, or
both. LOFS-R1 cannot distinguish among those alternatives. Differences
in orientations in the two graphs are due to the fact that IMaGES decides
ctly identifies causal connections and most causal directions in the
6/j.neuroimage.2011.06.068
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Fig. 8. IMaGES+LOFS-R1.

Table 2
Adjacency precision=# true adjacencies in output/# adjacencies in output, for each of
simulations 1 through 28, for each algorithm being compared. See text for details. The
algorithms are: GES, I(1)=IMaGES, first nontriangular, with one subject's data as input, L
(10)=LiNGAM using concatenated data from 10 subjects, I(10)=IMaGES, first
nontriangular, with 10 subjects' data as input, I(10).R1=I(10) followed by LOFS rule R1,
I(10).R1.R2a=I(10).R1 followed by LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges only, I
(10).R1.R2b=I(10).R1 followed by LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges and 2-cycles.

Sim GES I(1) L(10) I(10) I(10).R1 I(10).R1.R2a I(10).R1.R2b

1 98 99 99 100 100 100 100
2 86 90 96 100 100 100 100
3 79 92 93 100 100 100 100
4 51 87 92 100 100 100 100
5 90 100 96 100 100 100 100
6 84 99 89 100 100 100 100
7 82 100 90 100 100 100 100
8 78 80 97 98 98 98 98
9 65 88 97 98 98 98 98
10 87 97 88 100 100 100 100
11 52 55 54 55 55 53 55
12 82 90 95 100 100 100 100
13 85 91 94 100 100 100 100
14 95 94 93 100 100 100 100
15 87 95 87 100 100 100 100
16 93 96 94 100 100 100 100
17 84 94 97 100 100 100 100
18 97 100 98 100 100 100 100
19 73 98 100 100 100 100 100
20 74 97 100 100 100 100 100
21 95 96 100 100 100 100 100
22 85 92 78 100 100 100 100
23 76 83 89 97 97 97 97
24 58 64 76 84 84 88 84
25 88 91 100 99 99 99 99
26 86 87 96 100 100 100 100
27 89 87 99 100 100 100 100
28 95 97 100 100 100 100 100
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orientations chiefly by conditional independence and dependence
relations,while IMaGES+LOFS bases orientation decisions onmeasures
of deviation of residuals from Normal.

The concatenated 10-subject residuals from simulations in the Smith,
et al. experiments are closer to Gaussian in skew and kurtosis than and
the concatenated residuals from the subjects in the Xue and Poldrack
study. For example, for a selection of 10 subjects from Simulation 2 in
Smith et al., among parent orientations supplied by rule R1, the
maximum skew of appended residuals is 0.28, and themaximum excess
kurtosis is 0.51. By contrast, for the analysis given in Fig. 8, themaximum
skewof appended residuals is 1.0 and themaximumexcess kurtosis 39.3.

Conclusion

IMaGES run with 10 subjects with settings exactly as described in
Ramsey et al.(2010) performs much better than any of the search
algorithms as tested by Smith et al. For simulations that are most
realistic, the accuracy and informativeness of adjacencies approaches
100%. Orientations of edges by IMaGES are also superior to algorithms
in the Smith study, but orientations obtainedwith IMaGES adjacencies
and LOFS orientations aremuch better. For real data, these adjacencies
and orientations are in our experience easier to establish with block
designs than with event designs (Chee et al., 2003).

The adjacency information in IMaGES is heuristic and essentially
incomplete; it will only give a fragment of the adjacencies in more
complex structures. We judge it better to have accurate but partial
information rather than more complete but inaccurate output. A
correct algorithm for adjacencies and orientations of edges from linear
systems with feedback is available (Lacerda, et al., 2008), but its
sample size requirements are too large for fMRI work. No search
algorithm is known that is provably correct for linear systems with
both latent variables and feedback cycles.

We have successfully run IMaGES on simulated data with up to 500
variables. By adjusting search parameters to force sparsity of output,
problems with 5000 or more variables can be addressed with other
“Bayes nets” algorithms tested by Smith et al. such as the PC algorithm.
These algorithms, which use conditional independence tests, can be used
withmultiple data sets bymethods that form a combined p value. In our
experience their accuracy for adjacencies is comparable to that of IMaGES.

Taken together, we believe our results belie the conclusion that
nothing works and that nothing can work for estimating causal
relations from fMRI data. Smith et al. remark that our multiple subject
approach “would then restrict the ability to use simple methods (such
Please cite this article as: Ramsey, J.D., et al., Multi-subject search corre
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as cross-subject mixed-effects modeling of the estimated network
parameters) to determine the reliability of the group-estimated
network.” But only slightly more complex methods are available, for
example leave one subject out invariance and other resampling tests.
Our results do point to directions where further work is needed; in
particular we need improved ability to find more dense generating
structures and to find confounding by unmeasured factors. And,
finally, we think the Smith et al. study and our own together give
evidence that computer aids for model specification in fMRI cannot be
taken off the shelf from the machine learning and other literatures.
The statistical problems fMRI poses are special.

The procedures we have described should not be thought of as
buttons that are simply to be pushed. Close examination of the trace of
a search will sometimes find LOFS orientation decisions that are very
close calls. Resampling may show instability in the estimated causal
structures. Examination of residuals may indicate that they are too
Gaussian for LOFS procedures to be trusted. And so on. Rather than
thinking of the algorithms as replacements for theorizing, they should
be thought of as robotic colleagues who can advise on model
specification, can provide reasons for their advice (the trace of a
LOFS procedure especially can do so), can give advice based on your
suppositions or prior knowledge, and who can be retired without cost
when better robotic colleagues become available.

Software for the algorithms described here Glymour et al., (2011)
is available at www.phil.cmu.edu/projects/tetrad.

Appendix A. Tabulated accuracies

Statistics for adjacency and orientation precision and recall, and
number of undirected edges, for various algorithms described in the
text, applied to Smith et al. simulation data, are given in Tables 2
through 6.
ctly identifies causal connections and most causal directions in the
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Table 3
Adjacency recall=# true adjacencies in output/# adjacencies in true model, for each of
simulations 1 through 28, for each algorithm being compared. See text for details. The
algorithms are: GES, I(1)=IMaGES, first nontriangular, with one subject's data as input, L
(10)=LiNGAM using concatenated data from 10 subjects, I(10)=IMaGES, first
nontriangular, with 10 subjects' data as input, I(10).R1=I(10) followed by LOFS rule R1,
I(10).R1.R2a=I(10).R1 followed by LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges only,
I(10).R1.R2b=I(10).R1 followedbyLOFS ruleR2 applied toundirectededges and2-cycles.

Sim GES I(1) L(10) I(10) I(10).R1 I(10).R1.R2a I(10).R1.R2b

1 96 92 97 100 100 100 100
2 92 85 97 100 100 100 100
3 85 74 94 92 92 92 92
4 90 76 90 98 98 98 98
5 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
6 100 99 100 100 100 100 100
7 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
8 90 74 84 96 96 96 96
9 100 86 99 98 98 98 98
10 100 93 100 100 100 100 100
11 78 55 82 62 62 62 62
12 88 82 96 100 100 100 100
13 65 62 16 90 90 90 90
14 92 92 96 100 100 100 100
15 99 94 96 100 100 100 100
16 80 59 89 62 62 62 62
17 97 93 99 100 100 100 100
18 93 91 97 100 100 100 100
19 100 97 87 100 100 100 100
20 99 96 92 100 100 100 100
21 87 85 86 100 100 100 100
22 75 78 28 100 100 100 100
23 91 81 78 97 97 97 97
24 80 61 25 82 82 82 82
25 75 75 78 98 98 98 98
26 60 60 41 97 97 97 97
27 78 75 58 100 100 100 100
28 93 85 95 100 100 100 100

Table 4
Orientation precision=# true orientations in output/# orientations in output, for each of
simulations 1 through28, for eachalgorithmbeing compared. See text for details. Asterisks
aremarked for Simulation 13, since orientations (but not adjacencies) in truemodels vary
by subject. The algorithms are: GES, I(1)=IMaGES, first nontriangular, with one subject's
data as input, L(10)=LiNGAMusing concatenated data from10 subjects, I(10)=IMaGES,
first nontriangular, with 10 subjects' data as input, I(10).R1=I(10) followed by LOFS rule
R1, I(10).R1.R2a=I(10).R1 followed by LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges only,
I(10).R1.R2b=I(10).R1 followedbyLOFS ruleR2 applied toundirectededges and2-cycles.

Sim GES I(1) L(10) I(10) I(10).R1 I(10).R1.R2a I(10).R1.R2b

1 57 55 84 82 99 99 100
2 55 63 79 87 96 96 98
3 54 67 68 70 91 89 94
4 34 61 62 87 90 88 94
5 78 84 93 94 100 100 100
6 62 83 83 96 100 100 100
7 75 95 87 100 100 100 100
8 48 42 76 36 85 86 91
9 29 48 83 61 98 98 98
10 51 43 73 72 91 91 98
11 33 29 44 34 48 46 54
12 54 58 72 90 94 92 96
13 * * * * * * *
14 39 41 67 50 98 99 100
15 69 74 72 100 60 63 65
16 46 28 70 29 93 86 87
17 62 68 91 96 100 100 100
18 59 66 82 96 99 99 100
19 35 62 98 92 100 100 100
20 43 58 99 98 99 99 100
21 54 50 85 88 100 100 100
22 40 44 36 100 50 33 33
23 34 31 54 82 70 66 74
24 27 16 53 44 51 49 58
25 28 34 84 80 94 93 95
26 27 30 77 74 83 84 92
27 56 49 82 92 100 100 100
28 50 56 91 85 100 100 100

Table 6
Number of unoriented edges in output model, for each of simulations 1 through 28, for
each algorithm being compared. See text for details. The algorithms are: GES, I(1)=
IMaGES, first nontriangular, with one subject's data as input, L(10)=LiNGAM using
concatenated data from 10 subjects, I(10)=IMaGES, first nontriangular, with 10 subjects'
data as input, I(10).R1=I(10) followed by LOFS rule R1, I(10).R1.R2a=I(10).R1 followed
by LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges only, I(10).R1.R2b=I(10).R1 followed by
LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges and 2-cycles.

Sim GES I(1) L(10) I(10) I(10).R1 I(10).R1.R2a I(10).R1.R2b

1 2.7 2.4 0.0 3.0 0.2 0.1 0.1
2 3.2 3.4 0.0 4.5 1.0 0.3 0.4
3 3.9 5.0 0.0 5.1 2.3 0.6 0.8
4 2.0 10.3 0.0 11.4 9.0 2.7 3.5
5 2.9 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 3.4 4.4 0.0 4.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 3.3 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 3.4 2.5 0.0 3.0 0.6 0.2 0.4
9 5.2 3.0 0.0 2.9 0.2 0.1 0.1
10 3.3 3.1 0.0 3.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
11 2.4 3.7 0.0 4.4 2.2 0.5 1.1
12 2.6 4.0 0.0 4.2 1.7 0.7 0.9
13 1.5 1.8 0.0 1.8 0.8 0.6 1.1
14 2.7 2.5 0.0 3.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
15 3.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.2 0.0 0.2
16 2.7 2.5 0.0 3.3 1.2 0.5 0.5
17 3.1 3.3 0.0 4.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
18 2.6 2.6 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
19 3.2 2.5 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
20 3.1 2.5 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
21 2.0 2.2 0.0 2.9 0.1 0.0 0.0
22 2.4 2.6 0.0 3.0 2.9 1.7 1.7
23 3.8 3.2 0.0 3.0 1.3 0.2 0.5
24 4.3 3.4 0.0 3.0 1.3 0.3 0.8
25 2.3 2.3 0.0 2.9 0.8 0.3 0.4
26 2.3 1.9 0.0 3.0 0.8 0.3 0.5
27 2.0 2.2 0.0 2.9 0.1 0.0 0.0
28 2.3 2.2 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 5
Orientation recall=# true orientations in output/# orientations in truemodel, for each of
simulations 1 through28, for eachalgorithmbeing compared. See text for details. Asterisks
aremarked for Simulation 13, since orientations (but not adjacencies) in truemodels vary
by subject. The algorithms are: GES, I(1)=IMaGES, first nontriangular, with one subject's
data as input, L(10)=LiNGAMusing concatenated data from 10 subjects, I(10)=IMaGES,
first nontriangular, with 10 subjects' data as input, I(10).R1=I(10) followed by LOFS rule
R1, I(10).R1.R2a=I(10).R1 followed by LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges only, I
(10).R1.R2b=I(10).R1 followed by LOFS rule R2 applied to undirected edges and 2-cycles.

Sim GES I(1) L(10) I(10) I(10).R1 I(10).R1.R2a I(10).R1.R2b

1 30 31 82 33 96 98 98
2 42 40 79 51 91 96 95
3 46 35 68 46 79 85 83
4 58 43 61 69 82 90 87
5 37 35 96 38 100 100 100
6 54 49 92 61 100 100 100
7 41 38 96 40 100 100 100
8 30 32 66 16 81 90 82
9 36 26 85 25 94 96 96
10 25 22 82 29 96 98 96
11 42 25 67 27 53 58 55
12 44 39 73 56 84 90 88
13 * * * * * * *
14 22 24 69 20 96 100 99
15 38 32 77 40 58 74 63
16 27 26 66 26 45 51 49
17 52 45 92 60 100 100 100
18 33 34 81 38 100 100 100
19 33 34 85 39 100 100 100
20 37 31 92 40 100 100 99
21 31 29 73 37 99 100 100
22 28 38 12 40 19 20 20
23 23 18 49 33 66 76 66
24 26 13 16 24 53 62 48
25 22 26 66 33 82 90 88
26 23 29 32 36 80 86 80
27 35 34 48 39 98 100 100
28 31 33 87 35 100 100 100
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